Master thesis / Research project

Analysing human movement trajectories:
visualization and extraction of meaningful interactions
Context
Patients living with dementia are traditionally cared for in closed departments of nursing homes.
In a large project, researchers will evaluate how an open living environment, where patients can
move freely, affects patients’ quality of life. For this thesis/research project, the focus lies on
visitors and people living in the immediate surroundings of a nursing home. They will also be
affected by the changes, as they will get more exposure to patients with dementia. In a first
round of data collection, we asked park visitors to carry a GPS tracker while visiting the park.
We suggest two student projects to work with this trajectory data. One will focus on the visualisation of human trajectory data, while the other will focus on the extraction of interaction moments from those trajectories.
Useful courses to have followed: Information Theoretic Data Mining, Urban Computing
Key terms: Minimum description length principle, change-point detection, visualization, human
mobility and interaction
1) Change Point Detection and Visualization of human movement trajectories
Goal: The overall aim is to use an existing data set to create a visualization of movement patterns. To achieve a good visualization, several methodological challenges need to be overcome:
Methodological challenge I: find a way to deal with the noise in the data
Methodological challenge II: find a way to extract stop-and-go segments/change points from the
data
Research questions: Which algorithms exists to detect change-points/way points in trajectory
data? What are their characteristics and can we use them on the collected data? How can we
translate the extracted information into an appealing visualization?
Realisation
Bachelor students:
Use an off-the shelf method to extract change points from the data
Visualize the data in a meaningful manner
(Test the “intuitiveness” of the visualization with expert group)
Master students:
Compare several methods for segmentation and change point detection and evaluate on the
existing data set
AND either a theoretical (thesis project) or practical extension (research project):
- theoretical extension: come up with your own minimum description length (MDL) based
method to extract change points / segmentations
- practical extension: collect your own data set and validate your findings on that data set
(visualize the data in a meaningful manner)

2) Automatic Extraction of Interaction Moments from human movement trajectories
Goal: The overall aim is to automatically extract interaction moments between visitors from an
existing set of trajectories. To achieve this aim, several challenges need to be met and overcome:
Methodological challenge I: find a way to deal with the noise in the data
Methodological challenge II: find a way to extract stop-and-go segments from the data
Research Questions: How can we learn what meaningful interactions are from the data? How
long are those interactions? Can we use additional information to learn better from the trajectory
data?
Realisation (master students only):
Extract change-points with off-the-shelf methods and compare them
AND either a theoretical (thesis project) or practical extension (research project):
- theoretic extension: Come up - and use your own MDL - based method to extract meaningful interaction moments
- practical extension: create an interaction dataset as ground truth for future work and/or
compute a simulation to validate results on
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